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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a novel framework for speech-driven gesture production, ap-
plicable to virtual agents to enhance human-computer interaction. Specifically, we
extend recent deep-learning-based, data-driven methods for speech-driven gesture
generation by incorporating representation learning. Our model takes speech as in-
put and produces gestures as output, in the form of a sequence of 3D coordinates.
We provide an analysis of different representations for the input (speech) and the
output (motion) of the network by both objective and subjective evaluations. We
also analyse the importance of smoothing of the produced motion.
Our results indicated that the proposed method improved on our baseline in
terms of objective measures. For example, it better captured the motion dynamics
and better matched the motion-speed distribution. Moreover, we performed user
studies on two different datasets. The studies confirmed that our proposed method
is perceived as more natural than the baseline, although the difference in the studies
was eliminated by appropriate post-processing: hip-centering and smoothing. We
conclude that it is important to take both feature representation, model architecture
and post-processing into account when designing an automatic gesture-production
method.
KEYWORDS
Gesture generation; representation learning; neural network; deep learning; virtual
agents; non-verbal behavior
1. Introduction
Conversational agents in the form of virtual agents or social robots are becoming
increasingly widespread and may soon enter our day-to-day lives. Humans use non-
verbal behaviors to signal their intent, emotions and attitudes in human-human in-
teractions (Knapp, Hall, & Horgan, 2013; Matsumoto, Frank, & Hwang, 2013). In
the same vein, it has been shown that people read and interpret robots’ non-verbal
cues, e.g., gestures and gaze, similarly to how people read non-verbal cues from each
other (Breazeal, Kidd, Thomaz, Hoffman, & Berlin, 2005). Equipping robots with such
non-verbal behaviors have shown to positively affect people’s perception of the robot
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(Rifinski, Erel, Feiner, Hoffman, & Zuckerman, 2020; Salem, Eyssel, Rohlfing, Kopp,
& Joublin, 2013). It is therefore desirable to endow conversational agents with the
ability to produce convincingly human-like non-verbal communication.
An important part of non-verbal communication is gesticulation: gestures made
with hands, arms, head pose and body pose convey a large share of non-verbal content
(McNeill, 1992). To facilitate natural human-agent interaction, it is hence important to
enable robots and embodied virtual agents to accompany their speech with gestures in
the way people do. We, therefore, explore hand-gesture generation for virtual agents.
Traditionally, hand gestures have been generated using rule-based methods (Cassell,
Vilhja´lmsson, & Bickmore, 2001; Huang & Mutlu, 2012; Ng-Thow-Hing, Luo, & Okita,
2010). These methods are rather rigid as they can only generate gestures that are
incorporated in the rules. Writing down rules for all plausible gestures found in human
interaction is impossible. Consequently, it is difficult to fully capture the richness
of human gesticulation in rule-based systems. Recently, data-driven approaches such
as Ginosar et al. (2019); Hasegawa, Kaneko, Shirakawa, Sakuta, and Sumi (2018);
Sadoughi and Busso (2019) have offered a solution toward eliminating this bottleneck
of the rule-based approach. We continue this line of research. In this paper, we present a
data-driven method that learns to generate human motions (specifically beat gestures)
from a dataset of human actions. In particular, we use speech data as input, since it
is highly correlated with hand gestures (McNeill, 1992) and has the same temporal
character.
To predict gestures from speech, we apply Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), which
have been widely used in human skeleton modeling (Bu¨tepage, Black, Kragic, & Kjell-
stro¨m, 2017; Kucherenko, Beskow, & Kjellstro¨m, 2018; Martinez, Black, & Romero,
2017). We further apply representation learning on top of conventional speech-input,
gesture-output DNNs. Representation learning is a branch of unsupervised learning
aiming to learn a better representation of the data. Typically, representation learning
is applied to make a subsequent learning task easier. Inspired by previous successful
applications to learning human motion dynamics, for example in prediction (Bu¨tepage
et al., 2017) and motion synthesis (Habibie, Holden, Schwarz, Yearsley, & Komura,
2017), this paper extends a previous approach for neural-network-based speech-to-
gesture mapping by Hasegawa et al. (2018) by applying representation learning to the
motion sequence.
The contributions of this paper are three-fold:
(1) We propose a novel speech-driven gesture-production method.
(2) We evaluate the importance of representation both for the output motion (by
comparing different motion representations) and for the input speech (by com-
paring different speech feature representations).
(3) We also evaluate the effect of post-processing of the produced gestures.
The evaluation used two methodologies: First, we evaluated speech-feature se-
lection and choice of architecture for the motion-representation model, compar-
ing generated and ground-truth signals in terms of body-joint positions and mo-
tion statistics. Second, we evaluated different architectures and post-processing
through user studies on two different datasets.
An earlier version of this work was presented in Kucherenko, Hasegawa, Henter,
Kaneko, and Kjellstro¨m (2019). This article extends the prior publication by con-
sidering an additional baseline model, by evaluating on a new dataset, by adding a
more detailed numerical analysis, and by performing more in-depth user studies in two
different languages.
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2. Related work
While most previous work on non-verbal behavior generation considers rule-based
systems (Cassell et al., 2001; Huang & Mutlu, 2012; Salvi, Beskow, Al Moubayed,
& Granstro¨m, 2009), we here review only data-driven approaches and pay special
attention to methods incorporating elements of representation learning, since that is
an important direction of our research. For a review of rule-based systems we refer the
reader to Wagner, Malisz, and Kopp (2014).
2.1. Data-driven head and face movements
Facial-expression generation has been an active field of research for several decades.
Many of the state-of-the-art methods are data-driven. Several recent works have ap-
plied neural networks in this domain, e.g., Greenwood, Laycock, and Matthews (2017);
Haag and Shimodaira (2016); Sadoughi and Busso (2018); Suwajanakorn, Seitz, and
Kemelmacher-Shlizerman (2017). Among the cited works, Haag and Shimodaira (2016)
used a bottleneck network to learn compact representations, although their bottleneck
features subsequently were used to define prediction inputs rather than prediction out-
puts as in the work we presented. Our proposed method works on a different aspect
of non-verbal behavior that co-occurs with speech, namely generating body motion
driven by speech.
2.2. Data-driven body-motion generation
Generating body motion is an active area of research with applications to animation,
computer games, and other simulations. Current state-of-the-art approaches in such
body-motion generation are generally data-driven and based on deep learning (Pavllo,
Grangier, & Auli, 2018; Zhang, Starke, Komura, & Saito, 2018; Zhou et al., 2017).
Zhang et al. (2018) generated impressive-looking quadruped motion based on mode-
adaptive neural networks, which are neural networks whose weights are linear functions
of the output of a second “gating” neural network. Zhou et al. (2017) proposed a
modified training regime to make recurrent neural networks generate human motion
with greater long-term stability, while Pavllo et al. (2018) formulated separate short-
term and long-term recurrent motion predictors, using quaternions to more adequately
express body rotations.
Some particularly relevant works for our purposes are Bu¨tepage et al. (2017);
Holden, Saito, and Komura (2016); Holden, Saito, Komura, and Joyce (2015); Liu
and Taniguchi (2014). All of these leverage representation learning (various forms of
autoencoders) that predict human motion, yielding accurate yet parsimonious predic-
tors. Habibie et al. (2017) extended this general approach to include an external control
signal in an application to human locomotion generation with body speed and direction
as the control input. Our approach is broadly similar, but generates body motion from
speech rather than position information.
2.3. Speech-driven gesture generation
Speech-driven gesture generation differs from other body-motion generation tasks in
that the control signal input is computed from speech. Like body motion in general,
gesture generation has also begun to shift towards data-driven methods, for exam-
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ple Chiu, Morency, and Marsella (2015); Hasegawa et al. (2018); Levine, Kra¨henbu¨hl,
Thrun, and Koltun (2010). Several researchers have studied hybrid approaches that
combine data-driven approaches with rule-based systems. For example, Bergmann
and Kopp (2009) learned a Bayesian decision network for generating iconic gestures.
Sadoughi and Busso (2019) used probabilistic graphical models with an additional
hidden node to provide contextual information, such as a discourse function. The pro-
duced gestures were smoothed by interpolation between keypoints. They experimented
on only three hand gestures and two head motions. We believe that regression methods
that learn and predict arbitrary movements, like the one we are proposing, represent a
more flexible and scalable approach than the use of discrete and pre-defined gestures.
The work of Chiu and Marsella (2011) is of great relevance to our present work, in
that they took a regression approach and also utilized representation learning. Specifi-
cally, they used wrist height in upper-body motion to identify gesticulation in motion-
capture data of persons engaged in conversation. A network based on Restricted Boltz-
mann Machines (RBMs) was used to learn representations of arm gesture motion, and
these representations were subsequently predicted based on prosodic speech-feature
inputs using another network also based on RBMs. They also smoothed the pro-
duced gestures by finding accelerations above a threshold and reducing the speed in
those time-frames. Levine et al. (2010) also used an intermediate state between speech
and gestures. The main differences are that they used hidden Markov models, whose
discrete states have less expressive power than recurrent neural networks, and that
they selected motions from a fixed library, while our model can generate unseen ges-
tures. Later, Chiu et al. (2015) proposed a method to predict co-verbal gestures using
a machine-learning setup with feedforward neural networks followed by Conditional
Random Fields (CRFs) for temporal smoothing. They limited themselves to a set of
12 discrete, pre-defined gestures and used a classification-based approach.
Recently, several models utilizing adversarial losses or loss terms in nonverbal be-
havior generation have been proposed (Ferstl, Neff, & McDonnell, 2019; Ginosar et
al., 2019). Ginosar et al. (2019) developed a model for 2D gesture generation, which
is a significantly simpler task where one can utilize vast amounts of data from online
videos, which is not available in 3D. Similar to the work in this paper, Ferstl et al.
(2019) used recurrent neural networks, but without representation learning. They did
not perform any subjective evaluations, so it is unclear how natural their generated
motion was. We therefore did not take these models as our baseline.
In another recent work, Ahuja, Ma, Morency, and Sheikh (2019) proposed a deep-
learning based model for dyadic conversation. This requires one to know the behavior
of the conversation partner, in contrast to the setting of a single talker considered in
this paper.
Hasegawa et al. (2018) designed a speech-driven neural network capable of producing
natural-looking 3D motion sequences. They had to apply a smoothing filter to the
produced motion in order to remove jerkiness. We built our model on this work while
extending it with motion-representation learning, since learned representations have
improved motion prediction in other applications, as surveyed in Sec. 2.2.
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Figure 1.: Two different approaches to speech-motion mapping. Aud2Pose model maps from
audio sequence to a motion frame, while Aud2Motion model maps audio sequence to a motion
sequence instead. The figure exaggerates the offset between frames for demonstration purposes.
3. Models for speech-motion mapping
3.1. Problem formulation
We frame the problem of speech-driven gesture generation as follows: given a sequence
of speech features s = [st]t=1:T extracted from segments (frames) of speech audio
at regular intervals t, the task is to generate a corresponding gesture sequence gˆ =
[gˆt]t=1:T that a human might perform while uttering this speech.
The speech at time t would typically be represented by some features st, such as
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), commonly used in speech recognition,
or prosodic features including pitch (F0), energy, and their derivatives, commonly
used in speech emotion analysis. Similarly, the ground-truth gestures gt and predicted
gestures gˆt are typically represented as sequences of 3D keypoint coordinates: gt =
[xi,t, yi,t, zi,t]i=1:n,, where n is the number of keypoints on the human body (e.g., shoul-
der, elbow, etc.).
Many recent gesture-generation systems perform the mapping from s to gˆ using
a neural network (NN) learned from data; see Sec. 2. The dataset typically contains
recordings of human motion (for instance from motion capture) and the concurrent
speech signals.
3.2. Speech-to-motion models
The models we consider build on the work of Hasegawa et al. (2018). First, we briefly
describe their model, which we will denote Aud2Pose (for audio to pose) and use as
the baseline system for our work. The Aud2Pose neural network in Hasegawa et al.
(2018) takes a window of speech-feature frames as input in order to generate a single
frame of motion. By sliding the window over the speech input sequence, a sequence
of predicted poses is produced. As illustrated in Fig. 1a, the speech windows contain
chunks of C = 30 frames before and after the current time t. At each time step t the
entire window is fed as input to the network: NNinput = [st−C , ...st−1, st, st+1, . . . st+C ].
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Figure 2.: Baseline RNN for speech-to-motion mapping. The green outline encloses the network
labelled “RNN” in Fig. 1.
The network is regularized by predicting not only the pose but also the velocity as
output: NNoutput = [gt,∆gt]. While incorporating the velocity (finite difference) into
predictions did not provide a significant improvement at test time, including velocity
as a multitask objective helped the network learn motion dynamics during training
(Takeuchi, Hasegawa, et al., 2017).
As seen in Fig. 1a, the baseline network (Aud2Pose) can be categorized as a many-
to-one network, which takes audio features of multiple frames as input and outputs
a single frame of gesture. One may be curious about a many-to-many version of the
network, which should be able to take the temporal consistency of both inputs and out-
puts into account. Thus, we also implement such a network which we call Aud2Motion.
The network structure is almost the same as the baseline except for the recurrent layer,
which we modified to output the full sequence instead of output just one frame. Con-
sequently, the network accepts an arbitrary number of input frames and returns one
output frame for every input frame, without using the sliding window. The difference
between the models is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 shows the neural network architecture used in this study. We use the same
architecture for all systems in this paper to facilitate a fair comparison. The network
input is passed through three Fully-Connected layers (FC). After that, a recurrent
network layer with Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) (Cho, van Merrie¨nboer, Bahdanau,
& Bengio, 2014) is applied to the resulting sequence. These GRUs were bidirectional in
all systems except Aud2Motion, where the GRU was unidirectional and causal. Finally,
an additional linear and fully-connected layer is used as the output layer.
We note that the baseline network we use is a minor modification of the network
in Hasegawa et al. (2018). Specifically, we use a different type of recurrent network
units, namely GRUs instead of B-LSTMs. Our experiments found that this cuts the
training time in half while maintaining the same prediction performance.
3.3. Proposed approach
Our intent is to extend and improve the baseline model (Aud2Pose) by leveraging
the power of representation learning. We learn a more compact representation by
removing redundancy while preserving important information. This simplifies learning,
which is beneficial since there is little data available. We label our proposed approach
Aud2Repr2Pose. It has three steps:
(1) We apply representation learning to motion data to learn a motion representation
z.
(2) We learn a mapping from the chosen speech features s to the learned motion
representation z (using the same NN architecture as in the baseline model).
(3) The two learned mappings are chained together to turn speech input s into
motion output gˆ.
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(a) MotionED: Representation learning for the motion.
(b) SpeechE: Mapping speech to motion representations.
(c) Combining the learned components: SpeechE and MotionD.
Figure 3.: Aud2Repr2Pose: Proposed encoder-decoder architecture for speech-to-motion map-
ping.
3.3.1. Motion-representation learning
Fig. 3a illustrates representation learning for human motion sequences. The aim of this
step is to reduce the motion dimensionality, which confers two benefits: 1) it simplifies
the learning problem by reducing the output space dimensionality; and 2) it reduces
redundancy in the training data by forcing the system to concentrate important in-
formation to fewer numbers.
To learn motion representations, we used a neural network structure called a Denois-
ing Autoencoder (DAE) (Vincent, Larochelle, Lajoie, Bengio, & Manzagol, 2010) with
one hidden layer (z). This network learns to reconstruct the original data from input
examples with additive noise while having a bottleneck layer in the middle. This bottle-
neck forces the network to compute a lower-dimensional representation. The network
can be seen as a combination of two sub-networks: MotionE, which encodes the motion
m to the representation z and MotionD, which decodes the representation z back to
the motion space mˆ, i.e., z = MotionE(m), mˆ = MotionD(z). The neural network
learns to reconstruct the original motion input as closely as possible by minimizing
the mean squared error (MSE) reconstruction loss: MSE(m, mˆ) = 1T ‖mˆ−m‖22.
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3.3.2. Encoding speech to the motion representation
Fig. 3b illustrates the principle of how we map speech to motion representations.
Conceptually, the network performing this task fulfills the same role as the baseline
network in Sec. 3.2. The main difference versus the baseline is that the output of the
network is not raw motion values, but a compact learned representation of motion. To
be as comparable as possible to the baseline, we use the same network architecture to
map speech to motion representations in the proposed system as the baseline used for
mapping speech to motion. We call this network SpeechE.
3.3.3. Connecting the speech encoder and the motion decoder
Fig. 3c illustrates how the system is used at test time by chaining together the two
previously learned mappings. First, speech input is fed to the SpeechE transcoder,
which produces a sequence of motion representations. Those motion representations
are then decoded into joint coordinates using the MotionD decoder.
4. Experimental setup
This section describes the data and gives technical detail regarding the experiments we
conducted to evaluate the importance of input and output representations in speech-
driven gesture generation as well as the effect of motion post-processing, especially
smoothing.
4.1. Gesture-speech datasets
For most of our experiments, we used a gesture-speech dataset collected by Takeuchi,
Kubota, Suzuki, Hasegawa, and Sakuta (2017)1, from two Japanese individuals
recorded separately in a motion-capture studio. The recordings had the form of an in-
terview, where an experimenter asked questions prepared beforehand and a performer
(the person being recorded) answered them. The dataset contains MP3-encoded speech
audio captured using headset microphones on each performer, coupled with motion-
capture motion data stored in the BioVision Hierarchy format (BVH). The BVH data
describes motion as a time sequence of Euler rotations for each joint in the defined
skeleton hierarchy. These Euler angles were converted to a total of 64 global joint
positions in 3D2. As some recordings had a different framerate than others, we down-
sampled all recordings to a common framerate of 20 frames per second (fps).
This dataset contains 1,047 utterances3, of which our experiments used 957 for
training, 45 for validation, and 45 for testing. The relationship between various speech-
audio features and the 64 joint positions was thus learned from 171 minutes of training
data at 20 fps, resulting in 206k training frames.
For our additional evaluation, we used a gesture-speech dataset collected by Ferstl
and McDonnell (2018). Motion data were recorded in a motion-capture studio from an
Irish actor speaking impromptu with no fixed topic. This dataset also contains audio
in MP3 format coupled with motion-capture data in FBX format. To be maximally
1The dataset is available at https://bit.ly/2Q4vSnT.
2Hasegawa et al. (2018) describe that they hip-centered the data as a pre-processing step, but we confirmed
with the first author that the data was not actually hip-centered for system training.
3The original paper reports 1,049 utterances, which is a typo.
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comparable with the Japanese dataset, we downsampled all these recordings to 20 fps.
As before, the Euler angles were converted to global joint positions in 3D. We consider
only upper body motion, so this data has fewer joints: 46. This dataset contains 23
recordings, each on average ten minutes long. For our experiments we used 19 of them
for training, 2 for validation, and 2 for testing. The training dataset comprised 202
minutes at 20 fps, resulting in 243k frames.
For the representation learning, each dimension of the motion was standardized to
mean zero and maximum (absolute) value one.
4.2. Feature extraction
The ease of learning and the limits of expressiveness for a speech-to-gesture system
depend greatly on the input features used. Simple features that encapsulate the most
important information are likely to work well for learning from small datasets, whereas
rich and complex features might allow learning additional aspects of speech-driven ges-
ture behavior, but may require more data to achieve good accuracy. We experimented
with three different, well-established audio-feature representations as inputs to the
neural network, namely i) MFCCs, ii) spectrograms, and iii) prosodic features.
In terms of implementation, 26 MFCCs were extracted with a window length of
0.02 s and a hop length of 0.01 s, which amounts to 100 analysis frames per second.
Note that we used a shorter window length than the baseline paper Hasegawa et al.
(2018) (i.e., 0.02 s instead of 0.125 s), as MFCCs were developed to be informative
about speech for these window lengths. Our spectrogram features, meanwhile, were 64-
dimensional and extracted using Librosa (McFee et al., 2015) with hop length 5 ms and
default window length (here 46 ms), yielding a rate of 200 fps. Frequencies that carry
little speech information (below the hearing threshold of 20 Hz, or above 8000 Hz) were
removed. Both the MFCC and the spectrogram sequences were downsampled to match
the motion frequency of 20 fps by replacing every 5 (MFCCs) or 10 (spectrogram)
frames by their average.
As an alternative to MFCCs and spectrum-based features, we also considered
prosodic features. These differ in that prosody encompasses intonation, rhythm, and
anything else about the speech outside of the specific words spoken (e.g., semantics
and syntax). Prosodic features were previously used for gesture prediction in early
data-driven work by Chiu and Marsella (2011). For this study, we considered pitch
and energy (intensity) information. The information in these features has a lower bi-
trate and is not sufficient for discriminating between and responding differently to
arbitrary words, but may still be informative for predicting non-verbal emphases like
beat gestures and their timings.
We considered four specific prosodic features, extracted from the speech audio with a
hop length of 5 ms, resulting in 200 fps. Our two first prosodic features were the energy
of the speech signal and the time derivative (finite difference) of the energy series. The
third and fourth features were the logarithmically transformed F0 (pitch) contour,
which contains information about the speech intonation, and its time derivative. The
pitch in unvoiced frames was set to 0 Hz. We extracted pitch and intensity values
from audio using Praat (Boersma, 2002) with default settings and normalized pitch
and intensity as in Chiu and Marsella (2011): pitch values were adjusted by taking
log(x+1)−4 and setting negative values to zero, and intensity values were adjusted by
taking log(x)− 3. All these features were again downsampled to the motion frequency
of 20 fps using averaging.
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4.3. Implementation details
To facilitate reproducing our results, our code is publicly available.4
4.3.1. The Aud2Pose neural network
The fully-connected layers and the GRU layers both had a width of 256 nodes and used
the ReLU activation function. Batch normalization and dropout with probability 0.1 of
dropping activations were applied between every layer. Training minimized the mean
squared error (MSE) between predicted and ground-truth gesture sequences using the
Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2015) with learning rate 0.001 and batch size 2056.
Training was run for 120 epochs, after which no further improvement in validation
loss was observed. All the hyperparameters except batch size and number of epochs
(which were adjusted based on the validation accuracy) were taken from the baseline
paper Hasegawa et al. (2018).
4.3.2. The denoising autoencoder (MotionED) neural network
We trained a DAE with input size 384 (64 joints: 192 3D coordinates and their first
derivatives) and one hidden, feedforward layer in the encoder and decoder. Hyper-
parameters were optimized on our validation dataset, described in Sec. 4.1. Different
widths were investigated for the bottleneck layer (see Sec. 5.1), with 325 units giving
the best validation-data performance. During training, Gaussian noise was added to
each input with a standard deviation equal to 0.05 times the standard deviation of
that feature dimension. Training then minimized the MSE reconstruction loss using
Adam with a learning rate of 0.001 and batch size 128. Training was run for 20 epochs.
4.3.3. The Aud2Motion neural network
While the Aud2Motion approach can accept an arbitrary number of frames as inputs,
we partitioned training sequences into fixed-length chunks to make training time rea-
sonable and cope with the gradient vanishing problem. We empirically set the chunk
length to 100 thus the network inputs had 100 × 26 elements (100 time-steps of
MFCC audio features). The outputs of the network also contained 100 frames. Note
that adding velocity to the expected network output as regularization (described in
Sec. 3.2) was omitted for the Aud2Motion since the multi-frame outputs already had
information about the velocity. (In fact, we found no performance improvements with
the regularization in the Aud2Motion.) All hyperparameters but the number of epochs
(set to 500) were the same as the baseline. At testing time, we fed variable-length inputs
to the network instead of the fixed-length chunks to produce continuous predictions
over full input sequences.
4.3.4. Adjustments for the second dataset
We have tuned network parameters based on validation accuracy using random search,
which found that different models had different optimal hyperparameters on differ-
ent datasets. The following aspects were changed for the experiments on the second
dataset: 1) On this data, we did not predict velocities, but only coordinates. 2) for
the Aud2Repr2Pose model the representation size was reduced to 118; 3) for the
Aud2Motion model the batch size was 256.
4See https://github.com/GestureGeneration/Speech driven gesture generation with autoencoder
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4.4. Numerical evaluation measures
We used both objective and subjective measures to evaluate the different approaches
under investigation. Among the former, two kinds of error measures were considered:
Average Position Error (APE). The APE is the average Euclidean distance between
the predicted coordinates gˆ and the original coordinates g. For each sequence n:
APE(gn, gˆn) =
1
KT
T∑
t=1
K∑
k=1
‖gnkt − gˆnkt‖2 (1)
where T is the duration of the sequence, K is the number of joints and gkt is the
Cartesian 3D coordinates of joint k in frame t.
Motion Statistics. We considered the average values and distributions of velocity and
jerk for the generated motion. The velocity between time t and t−1 is computed
by taking a finite difference between joint positions at time t and t− 1. Jerk is
a temporal differentiation of acceleration (i.e., it is the third derivative of joint
position) and quantifies the smoothness of the motion. Smoother gesture motion
has lower jerk.
We believe the motion statistics to be the most informative objective measures
for our task: in contrast to tracking (3D pose estimation), the purpose of gesture
generation is not to reproduce one specific true position, but rather to produce a
plausible candidate for natural motion. Plausible motions do not require measures
like velocity or jerk to closely follow the original motion, but they should produce
a similar distribution. That is why we study distribution statistics, namely velocity,
acceleration, and jerk.
Since there is some randomness in system training, e.g., due to random initial net-
work weights, we trained systems for every condition five times and report the mean
and standard deviation of those results.
5. Numerical Evaluation with Discussion
This section presents a numerical analysis of the performance of the gesture-prediction
systems. We investigated different aspects of system design that relate to the impor-
tance of representations of speech and motion and the post-processing of the gestures.
5.1. Importance of motion encoding
We first evaluated how different dimensionalities for the learned motion representa-
tion affected the prediction accuracy of the full system. Fig. 4 graphs the results of
this evaluation. In terms of the average position error (APE) in Fig. 4a, the optimal
embedding-space dimensionality is 325, which is smaller than the original data dimen-
sionality (384). Motion jerkiness (see Fig. 4b) is also lowest for dimensionality 325, but
only by a slight margin compared to the uncertainty in the estimates. Importantly,
the proposed system performs better than the baseline Hasegawa et al. (2018) on
both evaluation measures. The difference in average jerk, in particular, is highly sig-
nificant. This validates our decision to use representation learning to improve gesture
generation models.
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(a) Average position error (APE). The baseline APE (blue line) is 8.3±0.4 cm.
(b) Average jerk. Baseline jerk is 56±6 cm/s3 while ground-truth jerk is 10.8 cm/s3.
Figure 4.: Effect of learned-representation dimensionality in the proposed model.
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Table 1.: Objective evaluation of different systems and speech features, averaged over five re-
trainings of the systems. Each cell reports the mean values and standard deviations over five
different training runs. The best values in each column are indicated in bold. APE stands for
Average Position Error, Vel for Velocity, Acc for acceleration, Spec for Spectrogram, and Pros
for Prosodic features.
Model Features APE (cm) Vel (cm/s) Acc (cm/s2) Jerk (cm/s3)
Aud2Repr2Pose Prosodic 8.56 ± 0.2 4.8 ± 0.1 18.0 ± 0.6 30.4 ± 1.4
Aud2Repr2Pose Spectrogram 8.27 ± 0.4 4.8 ± 0.1 10.2 ± 1.4 17.0 ± 2.4
Aud2Repr2Pose Spec+Pros 8.11 ± 0.3 4.4 ± 0.3 11.4 ± 1.6 19.0 ± 2.4
Aud2Repr2Pose MFCC 7.66 ± 0.2 4.5 ± 0.2 10.6 ± 0.6 18.2 ± 1.0
Aud2Repr2Pose MFCC+Pros 7.65 ± 0.2 4.5 ± 0.1 11.6 ± 1.2 19.4 ± 2.2
Aud2Repr2Pose MFCC+Spec 7.75 ± 0.1 4.5 ± 0.2 13.6 ± 0.6 22.0 ± 1.0
Aud2Repr2Pose All three 7.65 ± 0.1 4.5 ± 0.1 13.2 ± 0.4 21.2 ± 0.6
Aud2Pose MFCC 8.07 ± 0.1 8.3 ± 0.2 30.0 ± 0.6 52.4 ± 1.0
Aud2Motion MFCC 8.01 ± 0.16 8.5 ± 0.1 27.8 ± 1.2 48.6 ± 2.2
Static mean pose 8.95 0 0 0
Ground truth 0 3.9 7.2 10.8
The numerical results are seen to vary noticeably between different runs, suggesting
that training might converge to different local optima depending on the random initial
weights.
5.2. Input-speech representation
Having established the benefits of representation learning for the output motion, we
next analyzed which input features performed the best for our speech-driven gesture
generation system. In particular, we compared three different features and their com-
binations – MFCCs, raw power-spectrogram values, and prosodic features (log F0
contour, energy, and their derivatives) – as described in Sec. 4.2.
Table 1 displays average values and standard deviations of the mean absolute ve-
locity and other motion statistics, calculated over several training runs of each model.
From the table, we observe that MFCCs achieved the lowest APE, but produced mo-
tion with higher jerkiness than the spectrogram features did. Spectrogram features
gave suboptimal APE, but match ground-truth jerk better than the other features.
Among other results we note that the Aud2Motion model did not improve on the
baseline. It has similar jerkiness to the Aud2Pose model, which is much higher than
that of the ground truth, indicating that the motion is less smooth than natural
trajectories are. There can be several reasons why the sequence-level Aud2Motion
model did not learn to produce a smooth motion. Our belief is that the amount of
training data might be insufficient for learning good parameters for this model, and
also that future speech context is important for the gesture generation task, as gestures
often precede speech (Pouw & Dixon, 2019). It is possible that significant changes to
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the network architecture could overcome these problems, but such an investigation is
out of scope for the present paper.
Apart from looking at the mean of the motion statistics across several runs (as
tabulated in Table 1), we also studied the distributions of motion statistics across
different joints and different time frames within a single run. We observe that all
motion statistics, including those of the ground truth, exhibit high standard deviation
across the board. The ground truth distribution of absolute velocity (for all joints
and all frames) has a standard deviation of 3.79, which is very similar to the mean
absolute velocity (3.9). Evidently, natural motion can be both fast and slow. The wide
range of variation makes it difficult to draw any deep conclusions based on statistical
averages like those in Table 1 and motivates us to perform a more detailed analysis of
the motion statistics.
5.3. Detailed performance analysis
The objective measures in Table 1 do not unambiguously establish which input features
would be the best choice for our model. We therefore further analyzed the statistics of
the generated motion, particularly the velocity. Producing the right motion with the
right velocity distribution is crucial for generating convincing motion, as too fast or
too slow motion does not look natural.
To investigate the motion statistics associated with the different input features, we
computed velocity histograms of the generated motions and compared those against
histograms derived from the ground truth. We calculated the relative frequency of
different velocity values over frames in all 45 test sequences, and split the velocity
values into bins of equal width. For easy comparison, our histograms are visualized as
line plots rather than bar plots.
Fig. 5a presents velocity histograms across all joints. We observe no difference be-
tween using different features on this scale. Since the results in Fig. 5a are averaged
over all joints, they do not indicate whether all the joints move naturally. To ad-
dress this we also analyze the velocity distribution for the forearms (Fig. 5b) and
wrists (Fig. 5c). Hands convey the most important gesture information, suggesting
that these plots are more informative. To aid comparison we complement the visuals
by computing a numerical distance measure between the different histograms and the
ground truth. We use the Hellinger distance H, which is a distance metric between
two probability distributions. For two normalized histograms h1 and h2, it is defined
by:
H(h1, h2) =
√
1−
∑
i
√
h1i · h2i . (2)
The calculated distances are provided in the legend for the corresponding figures.
No single input feature set performed the best for all three evaluations in Fig. 5. In
the absence of compelling numerical evidence in favour choosing any particular feature
set, we use MFCCs as input features in the remainder of this paper, since that makes
our systems consistent with the baseline paper Hasegawa et al. (2018).
Fig. 6 presents velocity histograms for different models using the same features
(namely MFCCs). The velocity distributions of the Aud2Pose and Aud2Motion models
deviate much more from the ground truth than models with representation learning
do. A hypothetical explanation could be that the former models overfitted. However,
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(a) Average velocity histogram.
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(b) Velocity histogram for forearm.
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(c) Velocity histogram for wrists.
Figure 5.: Velocity distributions given different speech features. No single feature choice is the
best in all figures.
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(a) Average velocity histogram.
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(b) Velocity histogram for forearms.
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(c) Velocity histogram for wrists.
Figure 6.: Velocity distributions for different models. The motion produced from our model is
more similar to the velocity distribution of the ground-truth motion, compared to motion from
the baseline model (Audio2Pose from Hasegawa et al. (2018)). We can see that hip-centering
and smoothing, denoted by a “*”, together make a very substantial difference for the baseline
model.
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Table 2.: Statements evaluated in user studies. The table lists the English-language versions
of the statements; the Japanese evaluation used a native Japanese version of the statements.
Scale Statement
Naturalness Gesticulation was natural
Gesticulation was smooth
Gesticulation was fluent
Time Gesticulation timing was matched to speech
consistency Gesticulation speed was matched to speech
Gesticulation tempo was matched to speech
Semantic Gesticulation was matched to speech content
consistency Gesticulation described the speech content well
Gesticulation helped me understand the content
their training curves show that the validation loss remains close to the training loss and
does not increase, which contradicts the overfitting hypothesis. Translating the motion
to a hip-centered coordinate system and then smoothing it removed this deviation, a
finding that we will discuss in greater depth in Sec. 6.
6. Subjective Evaluation and Discussion
The most important goal in gesture generation is to produce motion patterns that
are convincing to human observers. Since improvements in objective measures do not
always translate into superior subjective quality for human observers, we validated
our conclusions above through a number of user studies: two on the Japanese dataset
from Takeuchi, Kubota, et al. (2017) and one on the English dataset of Ferstl and
McDonnell (2018). All of them used the same questionnaire as in the baseline paper
Hasegawa et al. (2018), shown in Table 2. The participants watched videos and then
ranked them in relation to each of the nine statements using a seven-point Likert scale
from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). All models used MFCC features as
input.
6.1. User studies on the Japanese-language dataset
First, we conducted a 1×2 factorial design user study with the within-subjects factor
being representation learning (Aud2Repr2Pose vs. Aud2Pose). We randomly selected
10 utterances from the 45 test utterances and created two videos, using each of the
two gesture generation systems, for each utterance. Visual examples are provided at
https://vimeo.com/album/5667276. The utterance order was fixed for every partici-
pant, but the gesture conditions were counter-balanced.
19 native speakers of Japanese (17 male, 2 female), on average 26 years old,
participated in the first user study. A paired-sample t-test was conducted to
evaluate the impact of the motion encoding on the perception of the produced
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Figure 7.: Results from the preliminary user study. We note a significant difference in natural-
ness only.
gestures. Fig. 7 illustrates the results we obtained for the three scales being
evaluated. We found a significant difference in naturalness between the baseline
(M=4.16, SD=0.93) and proposed model (M=4.79, SD=0.89), t=-3.6372, p<0.002.
A 95%-confidence interval for the mean rating improvement with the proposed
system is (0.27, 1.00). There were no significant differences on the other scales:
for time-consistency t=1.0192, p=0.32, for semantic consistency t=1.5667, p=0.13.
These results indicate that gestures generated by the proposed method (i.e.,
Aud2Repr2Pose) were perceived as more natural than the baseline (Aud2Pose).
After the initial user study we observed that the baseline model, Aud2Pose, ex-
hibited many whole-body movements up and down. To remove these issues we de-
cided to translate all motion to hip-centered coordinates and carry out a second
user study to compare systems with hip-centering (denoted by a “ˆ” after the
system name) against hip-centering and smoothing (denoted by a “*”). This user
study used a 1×6 factorial design with the within-subjects factor being the ges-
ture generation system (Aud2Poseˆ, Aud2Pose*, Aud2Repr2Poseˆ, Aud2Repr2Pose*,
Aud2Motionˆ or GroundTruth). For smoothing we applied the OneEuro fil-
ter (Casiez, Roussel, & Vogel, 2012) and sliding-window averaging with window
length 5, same as in in the baseline paper Hasegawa et al. (2018). We randomly
selected 6 utterances to be tested from the 45 test utterances. The average utterance
duration was 17.5 s. Examples are provided at https://vimeo.com/showcase/6315181.
Utterance order was fixed for every participant, but the gesture conditions were ran-
domized in a way where every condition appeared in every place in the order an equal
number of times. With 6 speech segments and 6 conditions, we obtained 36 videos.
We recorded start time and end time to detect unreliable raters who did not watch
the videos or listen to the audio.
We recruited 104 native Japanese speakers through CrowdWorks. The average du-
ration of the experiment was 28 minutes; no rater took less than 10 minutes, so none
were discarded as unreliable. Participants who did not finish the questionnaire (9/104)
were excluded, resulting in the data of 95 participants (57 male and 38 female) being
collected. The average age of the study participants was 39.0 with a standard deviation
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Figure 8.: Results of the second user study on the Japanese data: mean rating with confidence
intervals (error bars). ‘ˆ’ denotes hip-centered gestures while ‘*’ denotes that smoothing also
has been applied.
of 10.0. Cronbach’s alpha values of the questionnaire for naturalness, time consistency
and semantic consistency were 0.95, 0.98 and 0.97, respectively.
We conducted a one-way ANOVA on each scale and applied Bonferroni correction to
the p-values. The ANOVAs uncovered significant main effects on all three scales: nat-
uralness (F(5,94)=114.4), time consistency (F(5,94)=23.0), and semantic consistency
(F(5,94)=39.5). The results of our post-hoc analyses are shown in Fig. 8. In terms of
Naturalness GroundTruth and all the smoothed gestures (Aud2Pos* and Aud2Repr-
2Pose*) were significantly better than all model-predicted motions without smooth-
ing (Aud2Motionˆ, Aud2Poseˆ and Aud2- Repr2Poseˆ) with p<0.01 for each pairwise
comparison. It was not a surprise that smoothed versions were perceived as signif-
icantly more natural than non-smoothed ones, but seeing the smoothed conditions
rated as natural as the ground truth motion exceeded our expectations. Apart from
that, it was unexpected that there were no differences between the Aud2Poseˆ and
Aud2Repr2Poseˆ models. The difference from the previous evaluation disappeared af-
ter we centered all the motion to the hips, removing whole-body translation. This sug-
gests that the main problem of the Aud2Pose method in the first evaluation was that
the produced gestures were jumping around. For Time-consistency only GroundTruth
was significantly better than all the other conditions (p<0.01). This indicates that none
of the models, not even Aud2Motionˆ, managed to model the temporal characteris-
tics of the motion well enough. The results for Semantic-consistency are the following:
Aud2Repr2Pose* > Aud2Motionˆ (p<0.05), Aud2Pose* > Aud2Repr2Poseˆ (p<0.05),
Aud2Pose* > Aud2Motionˆ (p<0.01), and GroundTruth > the five other conditions
(p<0.01). Interestingly, smoothing, but not the model, is what makes the difference
here, just like what we found for naturalness. We surmise that smoothness made raters
appreciate the gestures more, and they had difficulties judging different aspects com-
pletely independently.
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Figure 9.: Results of the user study on English dataset: mean rating with the confidence
intervals (error bars). All the models have been smoothed.
6.2. User study on the English-language dataset
We observed in the previous user study that smoothing plays a crucial role, so
for the final user study we considered only smoothed gestures. We conducted
an experiment with a 1×4 factorial design with the within-subjects factor being
the model for gesture generation (Aud2Motion*, Aud2Repr*, Aud2Repr2Pose* or
GroundTruth). All models used MFCC features as input and had their output
smoothed by a moving average over 5 frames. We randomly selected 7 utterances,
each roughly 10 s, from a test dataset of 20 minutes. For each utterance we created
four videos, using the three gesture generation systems and the ground truth. Exam-
ples are provided at https://vimeo.com/showcase/6287423. Utterance order was fixed
for every participant, but the gesture conditions were counter-balanced resulting in 24
different orders. With 7 speech segments and 4 conditions, we obtained 28 videos. We
also added four additional videos: two with noise in the audio and two with noise in
the video to detect unreliable raters. Therefore, every participant watched 32 videos.
We recruited 48 native English speakers (28 male, 20 female) through Amazon
Mechanical Turk, taking only those who gained a “master” title, completed over 10,000
HITs and had over 98% acceptance rate. 8 participants were discarded due to not
detecting the noisy videos. We replaced them by new participants. The average age of
the participants used in the study was 44.2 with a standard deviation of 10.9.
The result of the user study is illustrated in Fig. 9. We conducted a one-way ANOVA
on each scale and applied Bonferroni correction to the p-values. The ANOVAs found
significant main effects in all three scales: naturalness (F(3,47)=14.4), time consistency
(F(3,47)=11.4), and semantic consistency (F(3,47)=27.2). A post-hoc analysis was
conducted to evaluate the difference between each pair of conditions in each scale. On
all three scales we found significant differences only between the ground truth and
all the three models (p<0.01). This suggests that participants perceived all models as
producing similar quality once their output was smoothed, just like we found in the
Japanese-language study.
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7. Conclusions and future work
This paper presented a new model for speech-driven gesture generation called
Aud2Repr2Pose. Our method extends prior work on deep learning for gesture gener-
ation by applying representation learning. The motion representation is learned first,
after which a network is trained to predict such representations from speech, instead of
directly mapping speech to joint positions as in prior work. We also evaluated the effect
of different representations for the speech. Our code is publicly available to encourage
replication of our results.5
Our experiments show that representation learning improves the objective perfor-
mance of the speech-to-gesture neural network: the proposed models match the motion
distribution from the dataset better than the baseline. Although the proposed method
was perceived as more natural than the baseline when considering the raw model out-
put, appropriate post-processing (such as hip-centering and smoothing) was found to
make all models in the study produce comparable quality for the study participants.
This illustrates that it is non-trivial to evaluate gesture quality and gesture models,
since model-external factors, such as smoothing, can have a dominant effect on rat-
ings. We believe that further research is needed to develop reliable objective quality
measures.
Another observation from our experiments is that modifying the model to take a
sequence of audio frame by frame and produce a sequence of gestures frame by frame,
Aud2Motion, did not result in smooth motion.
The main limitation of our approach, as with any data-driven method and particu-
larly those based on deep learning, is that it requires substantial amounts of parallel
speech-and-motion training data of sufficient quality in order to achieve good predic-
tion performance. Apart from that, the learned gestures will depend greatly on the
contents of the data: if the actor in the dataset produces a small range of gestures, the
model is likely to also generate a small range of gestures; if the actor is producing only
beat gestures, the model can only learn such gestures. In the future, we might overcome
this limitation by obtaining very large datasets directly from publicly-available video
recordings using motion-estimation techniques as in Jonell, Kucherenko, Ekstedt, and
Beskow (2019); Yoon et al. (2019).
7.1. Future work
We see several directions for future research:
Firstly, text should be taken into account, e.g., as in Kucherenko et al. (2020).
Gestures that co-occur with speech depend greatly on the semantic content of the
utterance. Our model generates mostly beat gestures, as we rely only on speech acous-
tics as input. Hence the model can benefit from incorporating the text transcription
of the utterance along with the speech audio, especially since semantically-informative
representations can be obtained from models pre-trained on large amounts of text
alone. This may enable producing a wider range of gestures (also metaphoric, iconic
and deictic gestures).
Secondly, the learned model can be applied to improve human-robot interaction by
enabling robots (for instance the NAO robot) to accompany their speech by appropri-
ate co-speech gestures, like in Yoon et al. (2019).
5 https://github.com/GestureGeneration/Speech driven gesture generation with autoencoder
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Thirdly, the model could be made probabilistic to enabling randomly sampling
different gestures for the same speech input, like in Alexanderson, Henter, Kucherenko,
and Beskow (2020).
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